Abstract

Introduction: Vertebral osteomyelitis refers to an infectious disease that affects the vertebral body, the intervertebral disk, or adjacent para-spinal tissue (2-7% of all musculoskeletal infections) and can determine severe or rather permanent sequels.

Materials and Methods: This paper presents the case of a 61-year-old obese patient, with personal antecedents of arterial hypertension and chronic obstructive bronchopneumopathy hospitalized at the Neurosurgery Clinic (NS) II of TEHBA in a critical condition, for incomplete AIS/Frankel C paraplegia with sphincter's dysfunction and renal and respiratory failure. After complex para-clinical investigations, was discovered a T6-T7 osteomyelitis (probably with renal start point - the onset of the disease being with a urinary infection), left pleural empyema with left pleural cystic collection, emphysema bubbles in both hemi-thorax. After repeated thoracic surgery examinations, it was made a left pleural puncture and after 5 days a pleurostomy was decided with removal of 1000 ml serohematic fluid and subsequently a new incision was done, with partial evacuation, as a result of subcutaneous emphysema in the left hemi-thorax.

When the patient became hemodynamic and respiratory stable it was decided a neuro-surgical intervention with T6 discectomy. In our clinic, the patient initially followed a complex nursing program and subsequently a rehabilitation adequate program. The patient's evolution was initially severe, requiring oxygen therapy for a long time and presenting an episode of swelling with macular eruption with urticaria in the lower limbs followed by a bladder globe (with removal of 3000 ml urine, followed by fixed urinary catheterisation – possibly autonomous dysreflexia). After stabilizing the patient, her evolution was favourable with oedema and rash disappearance, with respiratory function improvement and quitting oxygen therapy. The patient was assessed functionally using the following scales: AIS / Frankel, modified Ashworth, Functional Independence Measure (FIM), Life Quality Assessment (QOL), FAC International Scale, Independence Assessment Scale in Daily Activities (ADL / IADL), Walking Scale for Spinal Cord Injury (WISCI).

Results: The patient benefited from a complex neuro-muscular rehabilitation program, having a favourable evolution, with an increase in the evaluated scales scores and thus, with a final performance of walking without a support for short distances, including climbing/ descending stairs, as well as a sphincter re-education with the neurogenic bladder remission.

Conclusions: The para-clinical assessments followed by prompt thoracic- and neuro-surgery intervention, associated with complex nursing measures, with personalized rehabilitative kinesiological programs, in an obese patient with post-osteomyelitis paraplegia determined the neuro-locomotor impairment and respiratory dysfunction improvement and sphincter re-education, thus enhancing including patient's quality of life.
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